
Table Scribes 
Tips and Tricks 

Make note of responses per person. We don't need (or want) names, but knowing the theme of
each person's sharing is helpful. Writing each person in point form is great.
Try to grasp main themes of each person's sharing.
If someone shares a story, capture the main points and report them.
If someone shares a poignant quote, please share the direct quote (or as close as you can
remember.)
The 2nd round after each questions can be really short. We're looking for any things from
other's sharings that stood out to others. Again, reporting per person is preferred.
We don't care much about the spelling, grammar or if it's in first person or third person... as
long as we can read and understand, that's great!

It may be helpful to type your responses in a word processor like Microsoft Word or Google
Docs then copy and paste into the online form.
Each response block has a limit of 4000 characters. That should be enough room, but if you
exceed that, please email Chrisandra (cskipper@dol.ca).

As the Synod Committee prepares the synthesis of the local listening sessions for the final report.
we want to ensure we have a good picture of what is being shared at the Listening Sessions. 
One of the biggest outcomes of your role is to enter a summary of the key themes, insights and
ideas you heard from participants into the online form we are using to collect session data.

For the collection of those themes, insights, and ideas we recommend:

ENTERING INTO ONLINE FORM

See an example below. It is a Listening Session with 3 participants. They have answered similar
questions to ours, except theirs was a listening session about their local grocery store! 



Table/Group Scribes Form 
for Parish and Non-Parish Sessions 

 
6. Enter insights here from the Reflection process after question 1. 

 
Please use this form to take notes so you can: 
1. Report back to the large group during the session 
2. Have a reference when you enter a summary of the key themes, insights and ideas you 
heard from participants into the online form we are using to collect session data 

 

1.The Town, City or Community your session was held in: 
2. Name of Group who Organized the Session: 
3. Date of the Session:                                                                    4.Your Name:

5.Please provide a summary of insights to Question 1 “What have been your experiences of 
‘journeying together’ in with the Catholic Church?” (include anything from sub-questions A and B) 

Sampletown, Ontario
North-South Example Family of Parishes

March 32, 2022 Ellie Example

challenge is the hours aren't accessible for my family and joy is big
moments for family being celebrated together with food "family is
everything and I need my grocery store to work with my family"
challenge finding what I need when I need it. Lots of joys. There was one
time a specific cashier was just there when I needed her and that
moment meant a lot for me.
hard to put into words, it's hard when there are so many grocery
stores, but most people are just choosing take-out. How we get them
back to grocery stores and cooking at home? I want to help my kids.

we all talked about family and that resonated
hearing the story of the cashier was really meaningful
so helpful to hear others are worried too and family stories stood out



8. Enter insights here from the Reflection process after question 2.  

Where to record your data for the Diocese of London Synod Response:  

7.Please provide a summary of insights to Question 2: "As we journey forward
together, what are your hopes and dreams for the Church?" 

Sessions organized by parishes:  
Use the l inks to the forms at 
www.dol.ca/synod-resources, or the QR code 

Sessions organized by non-parish groups:  
Use the l inks to the forms at 
www.dol.ca/synod-resources, or the QR code 

"I want grocery stores everywhere to put people first." She wants every
store to embrace their own staff who will help serve everyone and
thinks fresh produce is really important too!
My dream is to have the ice cream freezers moved to the very front of
my grocery store. It would make late night ice cream visits easier for all
I hope we can welcome people to the stores better. I want people from
competing stores or the people who mostly eat take out to feel like they
belong and want to come to the grocery store. 

hearing about the ice cream stood out because she didn't really agree. 
I think we all want a more accessible grocery experience which is so
great.
I'd never thought about moving the ice cream and that will stay with
me. I want to keep thinking about that point.
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